ABSTRACT

Bitcoin is the world’s first completely decentralized peer-to-peer digital currency. The main reason behind using bitcoin is that of its low transaction fee compared to any other transfers like western union, credit card transaction etc. and bitcoin transactions are transparent. So we don’t have to consider about tax problems. It avoids Taxation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A software developer pseudo-named Satoshi Nakamoto published the Bitcoin Protocol (Nakamoto, 2008) which outlined the theory of a decentralized currency. This was followed in January 2009 by the release of the open-source Bitcoin software, and the mining of the first Bitcoins

Bitcoin for Business: Since its creation, Bitcoin has evolved from a mathematical proof of concept to a rapidly expanding economic network. It is now being used in business transactions around the world. Businesses big and small have shown interest in integrating the Bitcoin platform into their operations and providing new services within the Bitcoin economy. A growing number of merchants accept Bitcoin, because the transaction costs associated with the currency are generally lower than those for using credit or debit cards.

Bitcoin Mining: Instead of being made on a printing press or by a central authority, Bitcoins are generated by solving complicated algorithmic searches by powerful computers, a process known as mining. Most Bitcoin users do not mine, but purchase or trade for their Bitcoin. Mining doesn't affect the average Bitcoin user much, but is still a very important part of the Bitcoin ecosystem.

All newly mined Bitcoin, along with every transaction, are publicly recorded. This record is known as the block-chain. While the block-chain records transaction details, it does not record any personal identifying information about the senders or recipients. The block-chain is a critical feature to maintain the transparency of the Bitcoin system, and make counterfeiting or double spending impossible.

While Bitcoins are created through mining that pursuit is getting increasingly complicated and expensive, as companies and technology fans race to build the powerful computers required for Bitcoin production. There's a limit to the number of Bitcoins that can be mined. After the year 2140, no more Bitcoins will be created, and the total amount ever available is fixed at 21 million, more than half of which have already been mined.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. EXISTING SYSTEM

So far, using credit/debit cards for a bulk amount transaction, we do have to surrender a huge amount in the name of ‘tax’. Almost up to 10% roughly we pay for tax which varies for each bank. And also for each and every transaction we have to provide a record of proof stating that from where the money came?

2.2. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our proposed system, bitcoin charges only a negligible amount as tax when compared with credit/debit. If credit/debit charges 10%, bitcoin charges 1% tax.

2.2.1. METHODOLOGY

From the survey conducted, we can identify the total number of erroneous transaction from the total number of transaction.

We can able to classify the tax variation between the credit card and the bitcoin respectively.

2.2.2. NETWORK DIAGRAM

A network diagram is a unique kind of cluster diagram that represents a cluster or small structure of computers or other networking devices. Preidentified icons or symbols are used to draw network appliances and the style of lines between two nodes describes the type of connection.

1) Erroneous Transaction Network

The Figure shows how many transactions are done through the e-commerce website and what mode of payment is used for each website.

2) Analysis of Tax Network:

The Figure shows the Total transactions that are done using credit card, debit card and Bitcoin. So for each mode of payment how much tax has been paid whereas for bitcoin how much tax is paid is represented in the form of network graph.
3. EXPECTED OUTPUT

➢ Credit/debit vs. bitcoin tax

Fig 4: Tax Differentiation

➢ Erroneous transaction

Fig 5: Diagramatic Representation of Erroneous Transaction

➢ Betweeness Centrality

In graph theory, *betweenness centrality* is a measure of *centrality* in a graph based on shortest paths.

Output:

Fig 6: Betweeness Centrality Measure

Explanation

In this paper we propose the first truly scalable algorithm for online computation of betweenness centrality of both vertices and edges in an evolving graph where new edges are added and existing edges are removed.

Our method is able to keep the betweenness centrality measures up to date online.

4. CONCLUSION

This research paper points out the significance of “why bitcoin is being used”. From the statistical analysis made using credit/debit vs. bitcoin transaction, we can conclude that by using bitcoin we don’t have to spend a large amount on taxes. It just takes a negligible amount as tax when compared to debit/credit card.

Secondly, if a transaction goes erroneous in bitcoin, unless the recipient wills your claim goes in vain. There is no interference of third party like a bank in bitcoin.
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